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Origami Animals

The art of origami has been fascinating people for many years. This kit contains
step-by-step instructions on how to fold magnificent paper-art animals.

Written by leading Australian origami expert Dr Matthew Gardiner, with
contributions and original designs by renowned origami artists, Origami Animals
is the ultimate guide to creating beautiful origami art.

Key Features:

• Includes 50 sheets of square origami paper!
• 64 page book full of easy to follow, step-by-step instructions
• Heaps of interesting designs by origami expert Matthew Gardiner, Ph.D.

Specifications:
ISBN 9781488921506
Series
Territory World
Size (h x w x d) 267mm x 358mm x 40mm

Page Extent

Carton Qty

Category

64 pages

6

Children's Craft Plus



Classic Paper Planes

Master the art of creating sleek and stylish paper planes with Classic Paper
Planes, written by Dean Mackey, curator of The Online Paper Airplane Museum.
The 48-page book in this value-packed paper plane kit contains clear step-by-step
instructions on how to fold a variety of tried-and-true classics and many new and
original designs, plus a handy folding glossary.

Key Features:

• Contains 25 sheets of colourful folding paper and a comprehensive and fun 48-page
instruction book explaining how to create 14 projects.
• Expert paper-plane folder, Dean Mackey, reveals his top tips for paper planes that really
soar!
• This evergreen topic is ideal for young kids and adults alike, with paper plane making a
pastime that all the family can enjoy!

Specifications:
ISBN 9781488921544
Series
Territory World
Size (h x w x d) 267mm x 358mm x 40mm

Page Extent

Carton Qty

Category

64 pages

6

Children's Craft Pusl



New Release

September
2020 Modern Calligraphy Kit (US ed)

A fun and easy way to learn the beautiful craft of calligraphy, Modern Calligraphy
has everything needed for enthusiasts to begin, or continue, their journey
learning this hand-drawn art form.

This kit includes a calligraphy pen, two nibs, ten ink cartridges, two brush-marker
pens, and a 48-page book. Be inspired to create artistic works of calligraphy art as
you're guided through various classic and contemporary lettering styles. Learn
how to add flourishes to your work and the handy practice pages will help you
finesse your technique.

Key Features:

• This kit contains: a calligraphy pen, 2 nibs (1.1mm and 1.9mm), 10 ink cartridges, 2 brush-
marker pens (pink and blue), and a 48-page book.
• Form an individual calligraphy style to create unique pieces and give as gifts or keep as
beautiful mementos.
• The term ‘calligraphy’ is searched in Google over 1,000,000 times a month, while
‘calligraphy courses’ are searched 12,000 times a month!

Specifications:
ISBN 9781488920417
Series
Territory World
Size (h x w x d) 0mm x 0mm x 0mm

Page Extent

Carton Qty

Category
RRP

48 pages

0

Adult Books Plus
14.99 Suggested Sell 12.99



Art and Science of Crystal Growing Box Set

Curious about crystals? The Art & Science of Crystal Growing is the perfect place
to start! This kit is packed with everything needed to mix, grow and display
stunning sparkling crystals in a range of colors, plus an informative 24-page book.

Not only does this kit allow adults to enjoy at-home scientific experiments with
easy-to-follow instructions, the book also includes accessible, interesting
information about the fascinating science of crystals and their uses for healing
and wellness.

Key Features:

• Kit includes 4 plastic display cases, 4 bags of monoammonium phosphate (crystal
compound), 6 bags of aluminium potassium phosphate (colored seeding mixture), and a 24-
page book.
• Crystal growing is an on-trend topic.
• Hinkler's kit will stand out from the crowd with an informative 24-page book, including
detailed step-by-step instructions, plus interesting information about the science of crystals,
and using crystals for healing and wellness.
• Bold cover, sophisticated cover design coupled with aged-up book content will appeal to
both adults and young adults.

Specifications:
ISBN 9781488943140
Series
Territory World
Size (h x w x d) 218mm x 215mm x 56mm

Page Extent

Carton Qty

Category

24 pages

6

Adults' Craft Plus



Create Your Own Polymer Clay Jewellery Box Set (2020 ed)

Polymer clay jewellery is everywhere in the market – and for good reason! It

lends itself to versatile styles, shapes and colours. It is also simple and fast to
work with and doesn’t require expensive and hard-to-access ceramic equipment
– just an oven.

In this kit, polymer clay artist extraordinaire Nadine Sharpe places the power of
creating simple but sublime jewellery in your hands. Nadine will take the creator
step-by-step through creating 7 stunning pieces of jewellery, including 2 pairs of
gorgeous earrings (1 with tassels, 1 with gold-foil flecks) that you can make with
just components in this kit and household tools. From cute flower-petal rings to a

Key Features:

• This amazing kit includes a 24-page instructional and inspirational book, 5 packets of
polymer clay, 1 polymer clay mould/circle cutter, 1 polymer clay roller, 2 black tassels, 1
sheet of gold-leaf foil, 4 head pins, 10 jump rings, and 1 necklace cord.
• You can check out the artist's Instagram here:
https://www.instagram.com/ownsweettime/
• This appears to be the only comprehensive combined polymer-clay book and kit that is on
the market! It is also at the highest, lust-have quality.
• Polymer clay is a huge trend!

Specifications:
ISBN 9781488921438
Series Create Your Own Craft Kit

Territory World
Size (h x w x d) 218mm x 215mm x 56mm

Page Extent

Carton Qty

Category

24 pages

6

Adults' Craft Plus





Crystal Craft: Dark Fairy (small)

Spend a relaxing afternoon creating a beautiful piece of art with dazzling results
with the Crystal Craft series.

Easy to create and highly rewarding, this mesmerising art is a soothing mix of
painting by numbers, cross-stitch and mosaics, perfect for anyone who wants to
get creative but is a little intimidated by the expanse of a blank canvas or page.

This magnificent dark fairy image will help the hours melt away as the crystals are
applied, one-by-one, onto the canvas with the stylus and special wax included, to
create a twinkling scene of shimmering perfection.

Key Features:

• This kit is a cut-above others on the market, with a self-adhesive canvas on board (with a
peel-back cover and no fold lines, unlike other products), thousands of crystal gems and a
gem applicator with wax.
• This easy, effective and accessible craft is a delightfully mindful activity that looks amazing,
and its addictive popularity is evidenced by a growing online presence and community.
• Designed for easy use, it includes clear, photographic instructions.
• There are over 40 titles in the Crystal Craft series, including canvases of varying sizes and
gift cards!

Specifications:
ISBN 9354537001957
Series Crystal Craft

Territory AUS NZ UK EIRE Asia SA
Size (h x w x d) 185mm x 185mm x 18mm

Page Extent

Carton Qty

Category

0 pages

12

Adults' Craft



Crystal Craft Canvas: Unicorn Dream (small)

Spend a relaxing afternoon creating a beautiful piece of art with dazzling results
with the Crystal Craft series.

Easy to create and highly rewarding, this mesmerising art is a soothing mix of
painting by numbers, cross-stitch and mosaics, perfect for anyone who wants to
get creative but is a little intimidated by the expanse of a blank canvas or page.

This majestic unicorn image will help the hours melt away as the crystals are
applied, one-by-one, onto the canvas with the stylus and special wax included, to
create a twinkling scene of shimmering perfection.

Key Features:

• This kit is a cut-above others on the market, with a self-adhesive canvas on board (with a
peel-back cover and no fold lines, unlike other products), thousands of crystal gems and a
gem applicator with wax.
• This easy, effective and accessible craft is a delightfully mindful activity that looks amazing,
and its addictive popularity is evidenced by a growing online presence and community.
• Designed for easy use, it includes clear, photographic instructions.
• There are over 40 titles in the Crystal Craft series, including canvases of varying sizes and
gift cards!

Specifications:
ISBN 9354537001964
Series Crystal Craft

Territory AUS NZ UK EIRE Asia SA
Size (h x w x d) 185mm x 185mm x 18mm

Page Extent

Carton Qty

Category

0 pages

12

Adults' Craft



Crystal Craft Canvas: Dragon Mother(small)

Spend a relaxing afternoon creating a beautiful piece of art with dazzling results
with the Crystal Craft series.

Easy to create and highly rewarding, this mesmerising art is a soothing mix of
painting by numbers, cross-stitch and mosaics, perfect for anyone who wants to
get creative but is a little intimidated by the expanse of a blank canvas or page.

This stunning Dragon Mother image will help the hours melt away as the crystals
are applied, one-by-one, onto the canvas with the stylus and special wax
included, to create a twinkling scene of shimmering perfection.

Key Features:

• This kit is a cut-above others on the market, with a self-adhesive canvas on board (with a
peel-back cover and no fold lines, unlike other products), thousands of crystal gems and a
gem applicator with wax.
• This easy, effective and accessible craft is a delightfully mindful activity that looks amazing,
and its addictive popularity is evidenced by a growing online presence and community.
• Designed for easy use, it includes clear, photographic instructions.
• There are over 40 titles in the Crystal Craft series, including canvases of varying sizes and
gift cards!

Specifications:
ISBN 9354537001971
Series Crystal Craft

Territory AUS NZ UK EIRE Asia SA
Size (h x w x d) 185mm x 185mm x 18mm

Page Extent

Carton Qty

Category

0 pages

12

Adults' Craft


